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From eco-shui designer DeAnna Radaj (owner of Bante Design LLC), this book is geared for
teens (12-18yrs old) to help them become more PROACTIVE in creating their environments,
being more focused on the impact of their intentions & goal-setting, & to live in healthier living
spaces. From being more eco-friendly & sleeping in a "healthy" bedroom to learning about the
"evils" of clutter & how to clutter-bust unwanted items. The reader will also learn some basic
Feng Shui tips & the 9 Life Areas, which can help them with goal-setting and proper furniture
placement, color choices & accessories that will help support all of their goals & dreams.



Feng Shui for TeensAn easy-to-read guide for teens to learn and understand Feng Shui and tips
on how to apply it to create fun and fabulous roomsBy DeAnna Radaj Dedication Page To Kate,
you were such a help and very supportive in this endeavor! You are a talented and creative
person with a lot to offer! Thank you for all of your input in this project. To Sherry….or rather
Cheri….ha ha…..I promised you I would make amends on the 2nd book! Thanks for your
positive-ness and for being a great sounding board and “vent-ee.” To the usual cast of
characters: Deb, Nancy, Renee, Cristina and Marg. Your continued support and friendship
means the world to me. Thank you. To all of my clients and workshop attendees, you keep me
on top of my game and striving to learn more. Thank you for the motivation. To my Mom, your
continued belief in me means the world to me!Table of ContentsIntroduction Why Feng Shui
is important to know and how to apply it to your room Goal-setting History of Feng Shui
Definition 3 schools of Feng Shui Bagua Board Life Area Checklist Bagua
Board 9 Life Areas questionnaire Synopsis of each Life Area and how to activate it
9 Life Area checklist Your Environment and How it Affects You The 5
sensesSightSmellTouchSoundTaste The 5 elementsWoodFireMetalWaterEarth
Examples of putting it all together The Power Position and Auspicious directions Definition
of the power position The “Death” position and how to avoid Auspicious directions-what
they mean and how to calculate Auspicious direction chart How to apply to your
roomClutter-Are you calm and Collected or Scattered and Frazzled? Definition 3-step
process to getting started purging clutter Clothes clutter Collections and
artwork 7. Feng Shui for School, Social and Family Situations Classroom tips
Relationship tips Body language Feng shui party tips Getting along with your
siblings/family tips 8. Keeping Your Room GREEN and Healthy EMFs (Electric Magnetic
Field) VOCs (Volatile Organic Compound) 9. Conclusion 10. Recommended
Reading IntroductionSo what’s the Deal w/this Feng Shui?Funky shoes? Funk Schway?
What? You’ve all heard of feng shui (pronounced fung shway), the Chinese art of placement, but
did you know that it has been around for over 5000 years? Feng shui has gained popularity in
the USA in the past 15 years and its principles are being used by interior designers, architects
and real estate agents nation-wide. At its most basic level, feng shui is about living in harmony
with your surrounding environment. Its concepts include gaining an understanding of the five
elements: Fire, Water, Earth, Metal and Wood, color theory and its effects on our physical and
mental health and living WITH our environment rather than bull-dozing through it. When looking
at and working on bedrooms for children and teens, it can be very challenging for even the most
experienced designer, as these spaces are used for a variety of reasons: sleeping, studying,
entertaining, dreaming, watching TV and playing video games. This book will teach you some
basic feng shui principles (from the Black Hat Sect school which will be explained further in a
future chapter), the proper use of color and accessories, the importance of engaging all of your
senses and how to apply them in your VIS (very important space!) In learning basic feng shui
techniques, you will be able to apply these principles to any space and watch all the positive



changes that will occur in your life, while your friends ask you how you did it. You will also do
some soul-searching as to what is important in your life (goal-setting and prioritizing) by
becoming familiar with the 9 life areas (Career/Life Aspirations, Knowledge/Spirituality, Family,
Wealth/Abundance, Success/Fame/Luck, Relationships, Creativity/Kids, Travel/Helpful People
and Health/Well-Being) that are illustrated by the I Ching and the Bagua (pronounced bah-gwa)
board. As you work with these areas and learn when to tweak an area of interest, you will notice
the positive affect feng shui will have on your life and relationships with others. The Bagua board
will become ingrained after awhile, and you will be able to walk into any space and know where
the Wealth area is, and notice if the Relationship area is out of whack by all of the things
grouped in threes (and why this isn’t good!) The effect your stuff has on your well-being, physical
and mental, is discussed in (at) great length. From a feng shui standpoint, you will see that
where your clutter is piled-up is probably also a life area that you are having issues with (or at the
very least needs some TLC!) You will also take particular notice as to the meaning of your
collections and other personal belongings and what they say about you. You will realize the
importance of looking forward and reaching higher to achieve your dreams, how not to keep
holding on to and clinging to items from the past (which harbor negative or bad feelings) and
carrying around this emotional baggage throughout your life. Don’t know how to get started on
your journey? Need some help on defining your priorities and goals? Well, after many years of
study, teaching and consulting on numerous interior design projects, and much research from
other sources, this book was compiled to help you take control of your life, set the course for
your future and design the life of your dreams.  Here are some quick tips to help you get started:
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about living in harmony with your surrounding environment. Its concepts include gaining an
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dozing through it. When looking at and working on bedrooms for children and teens, it can be
very challenging for even the most experienced designer, as these spaces are used for a variety
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importance of engaging all of your senses and how to apply them in your VIS (very important
space!) In learning basic feng shui techniques, you will be able to apply these principles to any
space and watch all the positive changes that will occur in your life, while your friends ask you
how you did it. You will also do some soul-searching as to what is important in your life (goal-
setting and prioritizing) by becoming familiar with the 9 life areas (Career/Life Aspirations,
Knowledge/Spirituality, Family, Wealth/Abundance, Success/Fame/Luck, Relationships,
Creativity/Kids, Travel/Helpful People and Health/Well-Being) that are illustrated by the I Ching
and the Bagua (pronounced bah-gwa) board. As you work with these areas and learn when to
tweak an area of interest, you will notice the positive affect feng shui will have on your life and
relationships with others. The Bagua board will become ingrained after awhile, and you will be
able to walk into any space and know where the Wealth area is, and notice if the Relationship
area is out of whack by all of the things grouped in threes (and why this isn’t good!) The effect
your stuff has on your well-being, physical and mental, is discussed in (at) great length. From a
feng shui standpoint, you will see that where your clutter is piled-up is probably also a life area
that you are having issues with (or at the very least needs some TLC!) You will also take
particular notice as to the meaning of your collections and other personal belongings and what
they say about you. You will realize the importance of looking forward and reaching higher to
achieve your dreams, how not to keep holding on to and clinging to items from the past (which
harbor negative or bad feelings) and carrying around this emotional baggage throughout your
life. Don’t know how to get started on your journey? Need some help on defining your priorities
and goals? Well, after many years of study, teaching and consulting on numerous interior
design projects, and much research from other sources, this book was compiled to help you
take control of your life, set the course for your future and design the life of your dreams. Here
are some quick tips to help you get started: Be Fearless-great change requires you to
actually make a great change. This can be moving your bed to a different part of the room,
painting a wall a different color, driving a different route to school, sitting in a different part of the
lunchroom….you get the idea. It can be scary at first, however, none of these changes are
permanent but the affects can be life changing. You could meet a new friend, sleep better at
night or find a shortcut! 
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about living in harmony with your surrounding environment. Its concepts include gaining an
understanding of the five elements: Fire, Water, Earth, Metal and Wood, color theory and its
effects on our physical and mental health and living WITH our environment rather than bull-
dozing through it. When looking at and working on bedrooms for children and teens, it can be
very challenging for even the most experienced designer, as these spaces are used for a variety
of reasons: sleeping, studying, entertaining, dreaming, watching TV and playing video games.
This book will teach you some basic feng shui principles (from the Black Hat Sect school which
will be explained further in a future chapter), the proper use of color and accessories, the
importance of engaging all of your senses and how to apply them in your VIS (very important
space!) In learning basic feng shui techniques, you will be able to apply these principles to any
space and watch all the positive changes that will occur in your life, while your friends ask you
how you did it. You will also do some soul-searching as to what is important in your life (goal-
setting and prioritizing) by becoming familiar with the 9 life areas (Career/Life Aspirations,
Knowledge/Spirituality, Family, Wealth/Abundance, Success/Fame/Luck, Relationships,
Creativity/Kids, Travel/Helpful People and Health/Well-Being) that are illustrated by the I Ching
and the Bagua (pronounced bah-gwa) board. As you work with these areas and learn when to
tweak an area of interest, you will notice the positive affect feng shui will have on your life and
relationships with others. The Bagua board will become ingrained after awhile, and you will be
able to walk into any space and know where the Wealth area is, and notice if the Relationship
area is out of whack by all of the things grouped in threes (and why this isn’t good!) The effect
your stuff has on your well-being, physical and mental, is discussed in (at) great length. From a
feng shui standpoint, you will see that where your clutter is piled-up is probably also a life area
that you are having issues with (or at the very least needs some TLC!) You will also take
particular notice as to the meaning of your collections and other personal belongings and what
they say about you. You will realize the importance of looking forward and reaching higher to
achieve your dreams, how not to keep holding on to and clinging to items from the past (which
harbor negative or bad feelings) and carrying around this emotional baggage throughout your
life. Don’t know how to get started on your journey? Need some help on defining your priorities
and goals? Well, after many years of study, teaching and consulting on numerous interior
design projects, and much research from other sources, this book was compiled to help you
take control of your life, set the course for your future and design the life of your dreams. Here
are some quick tips to help you get started: Be Fearless-great change requires you to
actually make a great change. This can be moving your bed to a different part of the room,
painting a wall a different color, driving a different route to school, sitting in a different part of the
lunchroom….you get the idea. It can be scary at first, however, none of these changes are
permanent but the affects can be life changing. You could meet a new friend, sleep better at
night or find a shortcut!  Think out of the box in applying feng shui to your space-feng shui
can be personalized to what makes you you! If you want to work on your KNOWLEDGE area
which requires you to bring in the color BLUE but you have a pink and green room and a blue



wall won’t cut it…how about blue bookmarks for your books, a blue mouse pad for your
computer… Trust your gut-if something doesn’t feel right, don’t do it… Even if directed to in
a book or by a friend or family member. Trust your own intuition in finding the right arrangements
that work for you. However, as stated before, change can be scary. Try to live with the change
for at least a day or two, as fear of taking control of your space and life can be overwhelming. If it
still doesn’t feel right, try something else. Change can be scary but it can also be fun as you
watch all of the new things that start to occur. Most importantly, have FUN with your design
choices and ultimately taking control of the direction of your life. When working through this
book play your favorite music, speak in an accent or have “feng shui clothes” you bring out when
making these changes. Have fun, be crazy and creative and enjoy the process. Are you ready to
begin?........ Chapter 2The (Abridged) History of Feng Shui Feng shui is the Chinese tradition
that focuses on living in harmony with your environment (home or school.) Basically, feng shui is
how you interact with your surroundings, arrange your furniture, choose the colors and
accessories you use in your space that can either block or improve your energy (chi.) When the
energy in your space flows freely life is fabulous, things get finished on time, you feel happy and
eager to learn new things about yourself. However, when your energy is blocked you feel
overwhelmed, unhappy and drained. ***Chi is the cosmic, universal energy that flows around us
and our spaces, and influences our lives. Feng shui uses color, the five senses and elements
and accessories to manipulate the chi so it flows freely throughout a space. *** Literally
translated, feng shui means “wind and water”. Feng shui was actually started as a way to
identify or select auspicious grave sites in China over 5,000 years ago. It was thought that the
better the position of the grave-site, the better the fortunes of the remaining family members.
Many schools of thought regarding feng shui principles have surfaced over the years, and it is
because of this that there is so much confusion. What direction should the door face? Where is
the relationship area? Where do I put a crystal? No mirrors in the bedroom? Ahhhhhhh! First
and foremost, knowing which school you are dealing with and whether you are comfortable with
that philosophy will make the biggest difference when designing your space. Once you know
that, you are ready to begin. It should be noted that the following are very brief descriptions of
the various schools. The first school of thought, and considered to be the oldest, is the Form
school. The Form school takes into consideration all geographical formations in and around the
area where a building is being built. A great example is the “armchair” analogy. The best place
to build is in the “seat” of the chair. The area behind the building should be as high or higher, like
a backrest. This can be accomplished with tree placement, or the house behind you is as big as
or bigger than yours. This is a psychologically secure position. The sides, or armrests, should
be no higher than your building and ideally a little smaller. This is for protections on the sides,
but you can still ideally see over them. The front of the space should be clear and clutter-free.
Here you want to be able to see anyone approaching. There should be no large obstructions
blocking your view-this includes trees, fences or other buildings (i.e. garage, shed, etc…) The
next school is the Compass school. This is the school most thought of when feng shui is



mentioned. Picture an old Chinese man with a compass pointing in various directions. This
compass can identify where your couch goes and on what diagonal the desk should be placed.
This school uses a compass called a Lo-pan to correctly determine the degree of the direction
that is the most auspicious, or best, location for a particular room or piece of furniture. There are
various calculations that are used in this school that are based on the date of birth of the
occupants and the “birth” (can be construction date or date you moved in) of the house. Based
on these calculations, you can derive your personal auspicious numbers or “pa-kua” numbers.
These numbers relate to the directions in an “auspicious” (positive) or “inauspicious” (negative)
way. The basis or principle here is to take advantage of or maximize your good/positive
directions. This is accomplished by facing them and benefiting from the “good” energy that you
will receive while keeping your back to the bad or inauspicious energy. Finally, there is the Black
Hat Sect school of thought or Bagua School. (This is the school I was taught and what this book
is based on.) Bagua is a Chinese word that translated means an “8-sided figure” or octagon
shaped. This figure is then divided into segments, like a pie, with a center piece-giving you nine
areas. Think of a tic-tac-toe board. These nine areas are then assigned names, colors, shapes
and an element that corresponds to an assigned life area. The nine life areas of the Bagua are:
Career/Life Path, Knowledge/Spirituality, Family, Wealth/Abundance, Success/Fame/Luck,
Relationships, Creativity/Kids, Helpful People/Travel, and Health/Well-Being. The Bagua board
can be used to space plan, accessorize and plan the color scheme of a home, room, desk,
classroom, lunch room, bed or garden. In using and applying the Bagua board to your space,
you must line up the bottom row (Knowledge/Spirituality, Career/Life Path and Helpful People/
Travel) with the entryway wall of the room. So, first you must draw the floor plan of your room or
“bird’s eye view,” including the doorway and windows, and then plot/draw the corresponding life
areas around the perimeter. Still a little confused? When you are standing in the entryway of
your room looking IN TO the space, if you are in the LEFT corner looking in you enter the room
from the Knowledge/Spirituality area. If you enter the room from the CENTER of the entryway
wall, you enter the room from the Career/Life Path area. Lastly, if you enter the room from the
RIGHT corner, you enter the room from Helpful People/Travel. This should help you in plotting
out the rest of the room. Then you can super-impose the Bagua over the floor plan and see what
“areas” need to be worked on, or what areas you’d like to work on. You will analyze furniture
placement, accessories and/or piles of clutter. Once you get the concept of the Bagua and how
to properly line up the grid, you will be able to work on any space and be able to identify the
corresponding life area. Now that you have the Bagua board plotted out on your floor plan, you
can then “activate” these areas by using the element, color, shape, item or direction that is
associated with that particular life area (i.e. relationship-hearts.) See below:Wealth/
Abundance Success/Fame
RelationshipsPurple/Metallic Red Red/
Pink/PeachWater Element Fire Element Earth
ElementWavy lines Triangle Squares
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